
 

Vaccine strategy induces antibodies that can
target multiple influenza viruses
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An X-ray crystal structure image of one of the new signature antibodies. The
blue ribbons show antibody 16.a.26 Fab regions. The grey ribbons represent HA
of influenza strain 1968 Hong Kong. The green spheres are glycans. Credit:
NIAID VRC
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Scientists have identified three types of vaccine-induced antibodies that
can neutralize diverse strains of influenza virus that infect humans. The
discovery will help guide development of a universal influenza vaccine,
according to investigators at the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID), and the National Human Genome
Research Institute (NHGRI), both part of the National Institutes of
Health (NIH), and collaborators who conducted the research.

The findings appear in the July 21st online edition of Cell.

The seasonal influenza vaccine must be updated each year because flu
viruses mutate. However, the stem region of the virus typically remains
unchanged, making it an ideal target for antibodies induced by a
universal flu vaccine. Such a vaccine would be effective against multiple
subtypes of influenza and therefore would eliminate the need to update
the vaccine each year. Until now, scientists had only identified broadly
neutralizing antibodies targeting the flu virus stem in humans following
natural infection. The new research provides clear evidence that these
antibodies can be induced by a vaccine.

The investigators examined blood samples from six people who had
received a vaccine against H5N1 influenza, commonly known as the bird
flu virus. In the blood samples they identified B cells (a type of white
blood cell that responds to infection by secreting antibodies) that reacted
to various subtypes of influenza virus, and then characterized and
classified the cells' antibody genetic sequences.

The scientists discovered the B cells encoded three classes of
antibodies—seen among multiple participants—that can neutralize
diverse influenza virus subtypes and, therefore, could form the basis of a
universal flu vaccine. Researchers can now use the B cell sequencing
information they identified to quickly and accurately measure immune
responses among participants in future influenza vaccine trials,
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according to the authors.

  More information: M. Gordon Joyce et al, Vaccine-Induced
Antibodies that Neutralize Group 1 and Group 2 Influenza A Viruses, 
Cell (2016). DOI: 10.1016/j.cell.2016.06.043
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